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Abstract. Center/Surround (C/S) model of human vision has hinted to improve 
the sharpness， contrast， and color-tones. To recreate a viewer’s sensation in 
realistic scenes, visual Tone Mapping Operators (TMOs) have been actively 
developed during past decade and now the spatially-variant TMO is the major 
stream. Retinex is a root of C/S based vision model which restores the reflec-
tance image by removing the spatial non-uniformities of illumination. This pa-
per proposes a joint sharpness-contrast mapping model cooperating with our 
adaptive scale-gain MSR (Multi-Scale Retinex). The model is based on the 
common C/S process with small, medium, and large surrounds. “Sharpness” 
and “contrast” mappings are unified to a single process choosing a small and 
medium surrounds, and collaborate with “tone mapping” by MSR using all 
three surrounds. The new model enhances the visual contrast and sharpness as 
well as tonal color reproduction under the ill-suited illumination. 
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1 Introduction 

Center/Surround (C/S) response is a first step in human vision. C/S models are ap-
plied to improve image sharpness, contrast, and tonal rendition. To recreate a viewer’s 
sensation in real scenes, spatially-variant Tone Mapping Operators (TMOs) have been 
actively developed during the past decade [1]. 

Retinex [2] is a root of C/S-based spatially-variant TMO which restores the reflec-
tance image by removing the spatial non-uniformities of illumination.  

Sharpness and contrast are often confused and misleading. The sharpness is mainly 
related to the higher spatial frequency components carrying edge information. As a 
vision-based edge detector, Gaussian derivative (GD) is recommended by Young [3], 
Marr & Hildresh [4] and used for pleasant image sharpening by Kotera [5]. GD is also 
a base of Laplacian operator. While the contrast means how the each object is visually 
discriminated from the background, in relation to the middle to low spatial frequency 
components. We reported a spatially-variant visual contrast mapping operator based 
on Weber’s law [6]. Now, to recreate the viewer’s sensation, not only sharpness but 
also contrast and tonal mappings should be simultaneously taken into account.  

The proposed model unifies the sharpness and contrast mappings to a single C/S 
process and collaborates with our adaptive scale-gain MSR [7], which recovers the 
shadow range for the images taken under ill-suited illumination.  
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Fig. 2. Overview of proposed joint visual sharpness-contrast-tone mapping model 

3 Visual Tone Mapping by Adaptive Scale-Gain Retinex 

The insufficient tonal visibility in the shadow range of images taken under a gloomy 
illumination or dazzling sunlight is improved by applying Retinex. Retinex removes 
the spatially-variant illumination layer carrying the most of luminance range in HDR 
scene and reproduces the scene reflectance within the limited range of LDR display.  

Here, our previous Adaptive Scale-Gain MSR (Multi-Scale Retinex) is introduced 
by integrating the three scales of SSR (Single-Scale-Retinex) with small, medium and 
large surrounds (SS, SM, and SL).  

The MSR output gMSR for an input image f is calculated as follows [7]. 
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where, Y(x, y) denotes the luminance image and Sm (m=1, 2, and 3) corresponds to the 
small, medium and large surrounds of SS, SM, and SL respectively.  

The weight A(σm) is given by the ratio of standard deviation of YSSR (SSR of lumin-
ance image Y) for each scale m=1~M (=3) vs. total sum for all scales, which reflects 
the contribution of SSR to MSR as follows. 
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4 Visual Contrast Mapping Based on Weber’s Fraction 

The contrast is defined using luminance Y in different manners such as 

(A) Simple Contrast: minmaxR Y/YC =  

(B) Michelson Contrast: 
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(C) Weber Fraction: Y/YW Δ=   
(D) RMS Contrast: root mean square of Weber fraction 

Because Weber fraction is a vision-based useful measure for contrast, we already 
applied it to enhance the local visual contrast [8].  

Fig.3 shows the schematic illustration of proposed visual contrast mapping model 
based on Weber’s fraction.  

Weber fraction=ΔY/Y is a well-known measure for JND (Just Noticeable Differ-
ence). It’s said we can detect the luminance change ΔY in the viewing center sur-
rounded by the background Y when ΔY/Y≿ 0.02 for wide range of about 1~103 or more 
foot-Lambert. 

Now, Weber Contrast WC is defined by the ratio of output Weber fraction Wout vs. 
input Weber fraction Win as 
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Here, f(x, y) is an input image and g(x, y) is the output image after contrast mapping. 
In the previous paper, the differential Eq. (4) was solved to get the output g(x, y), 

while, this time, we use the more simplified notation by substituting the difference for 
the differential like as 
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Thus the approximated Weber Contrast WC(x, y) is given by 
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Assuming the system Tone Reproduction Curve TRC (●) is calibrated to be linear and 
the average luminance value after contrast mapping is maintained as same as that of 
input, namely 
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Neglecting the higher terms than 2nd order and setting the blurring constant to be 
kΔt=β−1，we can recover the original sharp image gSharp=f(0) from the blurred image 
f(x, y) = f(Δt) as 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )y,xy,xy,xsharp ffg 21 ∇−−≅ β .                  (11) 

Eq.(11) is just equal to the well-known image sharpening process by USM（Unsharp 
Mask) or Laplacian operators. 

Now, the second derivative ∇2f (Laplacian) can be replaced by the second-order 
difference as 
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Using the small surround as fave ≈SS, finally Eq. (11) is simply described as 
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Eq. (13) is a simplified sharpness mapping solution that gives the enhancement effect 
when β > 1.  

It’s notable that Eq. (8) and Eq.(13) are described by the same format, only differ-
ent in their sizes of surround. Sharpness is just equivalent to the contrast when its 
medium surround SM is replaced by the small SS and the coefficient α by β. Hence, 
the sharpness and contrast mapping are considered to be the families each other, so 
that both are unified to a single simple model.  

6 Joint Sharpness-Contrast-Tone Mapping  

In practice, think about the sequential mappings of contrast and sharpness for the 
luminance image gMSR after tone mapping process by MSR.  

First, the output image gMSR●Cont after contrast mapping for the MSR image gMSR is 
described by applying Eq. (8) as 
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Next, performing the sharpness mapping according to Eq. (13) in succession,   
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Substituting Eq. (14) for Eq. (15) and rearranging the final output for the tone mapped 
input gMSR,  
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Here, the last term in Eq. (１6) needs a troublesome double Gaussian convolution. 
However, since this double convolution means to carry out a small Gaussian blur-

ring for the medium surround of gMSR, considering M >> S, it’s reduced to 
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Thus finally, we get the much simplified solution as follows. 
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The above mentioned contrast and sharpness mappings are performed only to the 
luminance image gMSR of Y channel through YIQ luminance-chrominance transform.. 
Lastly, Y is combined with IQ channels and converted to color image through 
YIQ/sRGB transform. 

7 Parameters for Optimal SQF Based on MTF Analysis 

MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) is a most popular metrics for testing the spatial 
frequency response of imaging devices. While, CSF (Contrast Sensitive Function) 
denotes the corresponding human visual performance limited by the eye’s optics, 
cones, and neural system. Both functions are related to measure the image quality. 

Granger & Cupery (1972) introduced SQF (Subjective Quality Factor) which cor-
relates with perceived image quality defined by log-frequency integration as 
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In practice, CSF is simplified to a rectangular function in the most sensitive frequency 
range in f1=3 ~ f2=12 cpd (cycles/deg) for human vision [9]. SQF (or Acutance) has 
been used for measuring the photographic print quality as an optimal merit function. 

While in the proposed joint model, the contrast and sharpness are enhanced for 
α>1 and β>1, while they are kept unchanged when α=1 and β=1. On the contrary, in 
case of α<1 and β< 1, the surrounds play a role of smoothing filter resulting in noise 
suppression. Table 1 summarizes the typical sharpness and contrast enhancement 
effects for the set of parameters (α, β). 
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The image enhancement effect with the parameter (α, β) is simulated by using Log 
frequency MTF test chart as shown in Fig. 4. Each horizontal line in chart is com-
posed of sinusoidal grating in log-scaled cpd and its contrast is modulated vertically 
corresponding to MTF=0.0 ~ 1.0 from the bottom to top. 

Table 1. Enhancement effects for the parameters of (α, β)  

α β effects 

<1 <1 Contrast, Sharpness, both down 

<1 =1 Contrast down, Sharpness unchanged 

<1 >1 Contrast down, Sharpness up 

=1 <1 Contrast unchanged, Sharpness down 

=1 =1 Contrast, Sharpness, both unchanged 

=1 >1 Contrast unchanged，Sharpness up 

>1 <1 Contrast up，Sharpness down 

>1 =1 Contrast up，Sharpness unchanged 

>1 >1 Contrast, Sharpness , both up 

 

Fig. 4. Improvement in MTF resulting in the better SQF by proposed model 
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Fig. 6. Results for image by a low-end digital camera 

 

Fig. 7. Results for image “Taj Mahal” by a high-end digital camera  
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While the sub-band enhancement algorithm-A [14] uses Wavelet and HSV space 
considering color appearance, but unfortunately doesn’t reflect the visual contrast. On 
the contrary, the vision-based evaluation algorithm-B [15] also uses Wavelet, which is 
an advanced model based on CSF. 

Fig.8 shows a comparison between the proposed model and the above two algo-
rithms A and B. All the test images are picked up from the literatures. 

In Fig.8, the enhancement parameters with the proposed model are set to α > 1.0 
and β=1.0 in order to compare the contrast effect only. In a comparison for the image 
“Mt. Fuji”, the proposed model looks to be better than A in the details of front city 
view and in the blue sky color. For the image “Palace”, the proposed model is clearly 
superior to B in the visual contrast. The mage “Night scene” seems to be much the 
same at a glance, but looking carefully, the local contrast and detailed visibility are 
better for the proposed model than B. 

Through the tested images in Fig.6~Fig.8, the model almost worked well but the 
parameters (α, β) with the scales (σM, σS) of surrounds are tuned empirically, because 
the MTF for the image capture device is unknown. If the degraded MTF for each 
image is obtained beforehand by any estimation method, the parameters (α, β) may be 
possible to optimize to maintain SQF ≥ 0.9 which gives A-class photographic image 
quality. However, the parameters (β, σS) for sharpness and (α, σM) for contrast are 
related to the overlapped spatial frequency ranges in MTF as shown in Fig. 4.   

As mentioned in 1. Introduction, the sharpness and contrast are often confused and 
misleading. It’s hard to separate both effects clearly in MTF and also in visual percep-
tion. The optimal combination of (β, σS) and (α, σM) to give the MTF correction to 
keep SQF≥ 0.9 is not unique but many possible solutions may be found. The devel-
opment in estimation method for image MTF and an image-dependent optimization 
algorithm is left behind as a future work. 

9 Conclusions 

The visual effects in the sharpness and contrast are hard to discuss strictly separate. 
The popular Laplacian or USM operator improves the sharpness by enhancing the 
higher spatial frequency components carrying the edge information, but enhances the 
edge contrast at the same time. The C/S based contrast model will be useful for dis-
criminating the object in attention from the background. The sharpness is mainly  
related to the edges carrying the higher spatial frequency components, while the  
contrast corresponds to the rather lower to middle spatial frequency components.  

The paper proposed a very simple but effective joint sharpness-contrast enhance 
algorithm based on visual tone mapping by collaboration with adaptive scale-gain 
MSR. The model is basically grounded on the common C/S concept with small, me-
dium, and large surrounds. The “sharpness” and “contrast” mappings are simply 
unified to a single algorithm choosing the small and medium surrounds, and con-
nected to the “tone mapping” by MSR with the integration of all three surrounds.  
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